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ABSTRACT

Web software developers or engineers always in a search of support in finding vulnerable code any practical
method for valuable code predicting would enable to give security efforts. While moving in this paper we are going
to propose a set of static along with dynamic code attributes that tokenize inputs validating and sanitizing code
patterns and is expected to provide the same security features. As all know static and dynamic program analysis
always complement each other and both are needed to give accurate and scalable way to predict vulnerability. For
many applications in real world may not have past vulnerability data or at least not available fully. hence, to address
both situations where labeled past data is fully there or not, we use both supervised and semi supervised learning
when building both static and dynamic code patterns. We describe how to use this learning effectively about schema
for vulnerability prediction empirical case studies on seven open source projects where we will be creating evaluated
supervised and semi-supervised models. The semi-supervised model showed an average improvement of 24%
more recall and 3 % less probability of false alarm, thus suggesting semi-supervised learning will be a better
solution for many problematic applications where vulnerability data is missing. The supervised are ready to get
77% of recall of false alarm for predicting SQL injection, cross site scripting, remote code execution as vulnerabilities.

Keywords: program analysis, empirical study, input validation and sanitization, Security measures, Vulnerability
prediction.

1. INTRODUCTION

Unfortunately, they often have limited time to follow up with new arising security issues and are often not
provided with adequate security training to become aware of state of the art web services security techniques.
As web software is also highly accessible, web application vulnerabilities arguably have greater impact
than vulnerabilities in other types of software. Web developers are directly responsible for the security of
web applications. WEB services play an important role in many of our daily activities such as social
networking, email, banking, shopping, registrations, and so on.There are also scalable vulnerability prediction
approaches such as shin et al. [23]. But the granularity of current prediction approaches is coarse-grained:
they identify vulnerabilities at the level of software modules or components. Hence, alternative or
complementary vulnerability detection solutions that are scalable, accurate, and fine grained would be
beneficial to web developers. To address these security threats, many web vulnerability detection approaches,
such as static taint analysis, dynamic taint analysis, modeling checking, symbolic and console testing, have
been proposed. Static taint analysis approaches are scalable in general but are ineffective in practice due to
high false positive rates [11], [21]. Dynamic taint analysis [11], model checking [22], symbolic [27] and
console [21] testing techniques can be highly accurate as they are able to generate real attack values, but
have scalability issues for large systems due to path explosion problem [30]. The approach is fine-grained
because it identifies vulnerabilities at program statement levels. We use both static and dynamic program
analysis techniques to extract IVS attributes. Static analysis can help assess general properties of a program.
Yet, dynamic analysis can focus on more specific code characteristics that are complementary to the
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information obtained with static analysis. We use dynamic analysis only to infer the possible types of input
validation and sanitization code, rather than to precisely prove their correctness, and apply machine learning
on these inferences for vulnerability prediction. Therefore, we mitigate the scalability issue typically
associated with dynamic analysis.

• We had only made use of data dependency graphs to identify input validation and sanitization
methods. But some of these methods may be identified from control dependency graphs, e.g., input
condition checks, which ensure that valid inputs are often implemented through predicates. Therefore,
in this work, to better identify those methods, we leverage control dependency information.

• We propose static slicing and dynamic execution techniques that effectively mine both data
dependency and control dependency information and describe the techniques in detail.

• We modified our prototype tool, PhpMiner, to mine the control dependency information and to
extract additional attributes.

• First, we evaluated supervised learning models built from IVS attributes. Based on cross validation,
the model achieves 77 percent recall and 5 percent probability of false alarm, on average over 15
datasets, across SQLI, XSS, and RCE vulnerabilities. From a practical standpoint, the results show
that our approach detects many of the above common vulnerabilities at a very small cost (low false
alarm rate), which is very promising considering that the existing approaches either report many
false warnings or miss many vulnerabilities.

• Second, we compared supervised and semi-supervised learning models with a low sampling rate of
20 percent (i.e., only 20 percent of the available training data are labeled with vulnerability
information). On average, the supervised model achieves 47 percent recall and 8 percent probability
of false alarm, whereas the semi-supervised model achieves 71 percent recall and 5 percent probability
of false alarm. However, when compared to the supervised model based on complete vulnerability
data, on average, the semi-supervised model achieves the same probability of false alarm but a 6
percent lower recall. Therefore, our results suggest that when sufficient vulnerability data is available
for training, a supervised model should be favored. On the other hand, when the available vulnerability
data is limited, a semi-supervised model is probably a better alternative.

2. BACKGROUND

This paper targets SQLI, XSS and RCE vulnerabilities. These security risks, if exploited, could lead to
serious issues such as disclosure of confidential, sensitive information, integrity violation, and denial of
service, loss of commercial confidence and customer trust, and threats to the continuity of business
operations.All these types of vulnerabilities are caused by potential weakness in web applications regarding
the way they handle user inputs. They are briefly described using PHP code examples in the following.

2.1. SQL Injection

SQLI vulnerabilities occur when user input is used in database queries without proper checks. It allows
attackers to trick the query interpreter for execute unintended code parts or access to unauthorized data.
Consider the following code:

Mysql_query SELECT * FROM user WHERE uid

=( “‘“.$_GET[‘id’].”‘“);

As the validity of input parameter $_GET is not checked, an SQLI attack can be conducted by providing
the parameter id with the following values:

/login.php? id ¼ xxx’þORþ’1’%3D’1
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The query becomes SELECT * FROM user WHERE

uid =‘xxx’
OR ‘1’ ¼ ‘1’.

Effectively, the attack changes thesemantics of the query to SELECT * FROM user, which providesthe
attacker with unauthorized access to the user table. Like mysql_query, any other language built-in functions
such as mysql_execute that interact with the database can cause SQLI.

2.2. Cross Site Scripting

XSS flaws arise when the user input is used in HTML output statements without proper validation or
escaping. It allows attackers to execute scripts in the victim’s browser, which may get access to user data,
deface web sites, or redirect the user to malicious sites. Consider the following code:

Echo Welcome. $_GET [‘new_user’];

Similar to the above SQLI example, as the input parameter $_GET is not checked; an XSS attack can
be Conducted by providing the parameter new_user with the following values:

<Script>alert (document. Cookie) ;< /script>

When the victim’s browser executes the script sent by the server, it shows the new user’s cookie values
instead of the intended user information. Using a more malicious script, a redirection to the attacker’s
server is also possible and sensitive user information could be redirected. Like echo, any other language
constructs or functions such as print that generate HTML output could cause XSS.

2.3. Remote Code Execution

RCE vulnerability refers to an attacker’s ability to execute arbitrary program code on a target server. It is
caused by user inputs in security sensitive functions such as file system calls (e.g., fwrite), code execution
functions (e.g., eval), command execution functions (e.g., system), and directory creating functions (e.g.,
mkdir). It allows a remote attacker to execute arbitrary code in the system with administrator privileges. It
is an extremely risky vulnerability, which can expose a web site to different attacks, ranging from malicious
deletion of data to web page defacing. The following code depicts RCE vulnerability.

$comments ¼ $_POST [‘comments’];

$log ¼ fopen(‘comments.php’,’a’);

fwrite ($log,’<br />‘.’<br />‘.’<center>‘.

‘Comments::’.’<br />‘.$comments);

The above code retrieves user comments and logs them without sanitization. This means that an attacker
can execute malicious requests, ranging from simple information gathering using phpinfo() to complex
attacks that obtain a shell on the vulnerable server using shell_exec (). Other sensitive PHP functions and
operations associated with this vulnerability type include header, preg_replace() with “/e” modifier on,
fopen, $_GET [‘func_name’], $_GET[‘argument’], vassert, create_function, and unserialize.

3. CLASSIFICATION SCHEME

Using these attributes, functions and operations are classified according to their security-related properties
(i.e., the type of validation- and sanitization-effects these functions and operations may enforce on the
inputs being processed). For example, the PHP function str_replace(‘<‘,‘ ‘, $input) removes HTML tags
from the input. Since the presence of HTML tags in $input could cause XSS, the function has a security
property that filtersHTML tags and prevents XSS. Before presenting our proposed approach, in this section,
we first describe the IVS attributes (listed in Table 1) on which vulnerability predictors shall be built.
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Basically, these attributes characterize various types of program functions and operations that are commonly
used (collected from various sources like [1], [17], [18]) as input validation procedures to defend against
web services vulnerabilities.

3.1. Static Analysis-Based Classification

That is, developers may implement adequate input validation and sanitization method in fact, they might
get failed to find maximum or all the data that could be manipulated by external users, thereby missing all
any input used for validating. Therefore, in security analysis, it is important to first identify all the input
sources. The first six attributes in Table 1 characterize the classification of user inputs depending on the
nature of sources. The reason for including input sources in our classification scheme is that most of the
common vulnerabilities arise from the misidentification of inputs. example, Client inputs like HTTP GET
parameters should always be sanitized before used in sinks whereas it may not be necessary to sanitize
Database inputs if they have been sanitized prior to their storage (double sanitization might cause security
problems depending on the context). Which could cause security problems (e.g., an attacker could inject
malicious values in HTTP parameters having the same naming as of non-initialized variable by using
global parameter in PHP configuration files). The reason for two types of Database inputs—Text-
database(string-typedata)andNumeric-database (numeric-type data) is to reflect the fact that string-type
data retrieved from data stores can cause second order security attacks such as second order SQLI and
stored XSS, while it is difficult to conduct those attacks with numeric-type data.

Known-vulnerable-user corresponds to a class of custom functions that have caused security issues in
the past. Known-vulnerable_std characterizes a class of language built-in functions that have caused security
issues in the past. For example, according to vulnerability report CVE-2013-3238 [6], security issues.
These functions are to be predefined by users based on their experiences or the information obtained from
security databases (we referred to CVE [6] and PHP security [47]).

Since the above functions and operations either have clear definitions with respect to security
requirements or are associated with known vulnerability issues, they could be predefined in database and
classifications can be made statically. This database can be expanded as and when new vulnerability analysis
information is available. Un-taint refers to functions of operations that return information not extracted
from the input string (e.g., mysql_num_rows). It also corresponds to functions or logic operations that
return a Boolean value. The reason for this attribute is that since the outcome values are not obtained from
an input, the taint information flow stops at those functions and operations and thus, a sink would not be
vulnerable from using those practically.

3.1.1. Hybrid Analysis-Based Classification

In a program, various input validation and sanitization processes may be implemented using language
built-in functions and/or custom functions. Since inputs to web applications are naturally strings, string
replacement/ matching functions or string manipulation procedures like escaping are generally used to
implement custom input validation and sanitization procedures. A good security function generally consists
of a set of string functions that accept safe strings or reject unsafe strings this hybrid analysis-based
classification is applied for validation and sanitization methods implemented using both standard security
functions (i.e., language built-in or custom functions with known and tested security properties) and non-
standard security functions. If there are only standard security functions to be classified,

These functions are clearly important indicators of vulnerabilities, but we need to analyze the purpose
of each validation and sanitization function since different defense methods are generally required for
preventing different vulnerabilities. For example, to protect the code special meaning to SQL parsers is
required to escape characters that have meaning to code is used to prevent from XSS vulnerabilities.
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DB-operator, DB-comment-delimiter, and DB-special basically reflect functions that filter sequence of
characters that have special meaning to a database query parser. For example, mysql_real_escape_string is
one such built-in function provided by PHP. Clearly, these attributes could predict SQL1vulnerability Null-
byte, Dot, DotDotSlash, Backslash, Slash, Newline, Colon, and Other-special reflect functions that filter
different types of meta-characters. Filtering Dot (.) character is important to handle unintended file extensions
or double file extension cases, which may cause file inclusion attacks (see real world example at CVE-
2013-3239). NullByte (%00) characters can be used to bypass sanitization routines and trick underlying
systems into interpreting a given value incorrectly

4. FRAMEWORKVULNERABILITY PREDICTION

• Building vulnerability prediction models. We then build vulnerability prediction models from those
attributes based on supervised or semi-supervised learning schemes and evaluate them using robust
accuracymeasures.

• Hybrid program analysis. For each sink, a backward static program slice is computed with respect to
the sink statement and the variables used in the sinks. Each path in the slice is analyzed using hybrid
(static and dynamic) analysis to extract its validation and sanitization effects on those variables. The
path is then classified according to its input validation and sanitization effects inferred by the hybrid
analysis. Classifications are captured with IVS attributes described in Section 3.

4.1. Hybrid Program Analysis

4.1.1. Terms and Definitions Used

A sink is a node in a CFG that uses variables defined from input sources and thus, may be vulnerable to
input manipulation attacks. This allows us to predict vulnerabilities at statement levels. Input nodes are the
nodes at which data from the external environment are accessed. A variable is tainted if it is defined frominput

Figure 1: proposed vulnerability prediction model
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nodes.Our analysis is based on the control flow along with (CFG), the program dependence graph used by
(PDG), the system dependence graph (SDG) of a web service. Each node in the graphs represents one
source code statement. We may therefore use program statement and node inter-changeably depending on
the contextslicing algorithm based on the SDG [32]. We first construct the PDG for the main method for
the web service andalso used to create the PDGs methods called from the main method according to the
algorithm given by Ferranti et al. [8]. We then construct the SDG. A PDG models a pro-gram procedure as
a graph in which the main level node use to represent the code statement and the edges represent data or
control dependences between statements. SDG extends PDG by modeling interprocedural relations between
the main pro-gram and its subprograms.

4.1.2. Hybrid Analysis

Typically, a web application program accesses inputs and propagates them via tainted variables for further
process to the service’s logic. These processes may often include sensitive program operations such as
database updating, generating HTML outputs, and file access rights. In the program variables propagating
the input data are not properly checked before being used in those sinks, vulnerabilities arise. Therefore, to
prevent web application vulnerabilities, developers typically employ input validation and input sanitization
methods along the paths propagating the inputs to the sinks. As default, input generated for web service
codes is string. As such, input validation checks and sanitization operations performed in a program are
mainly based on string operations. These operations typically include language built-in validation and
sanitization functions (e.g., mysql_real_escape_string), string replacement and string matching functions
(e.g., str_match), and regular-expression-based string replacement and matching functions (e.g.,
preg_replace).

Firstly, we maid approached attempts for knowing solution to follow research tasks “Given a slice of
sink, from the types and Fig. 3. CFG of a program slice on tainted variables (a) $id and $pwd at sink 7 and
(b) $name at sink 10.Numbers of inputs, and the types and numbers of input validation and sanitization
functions identified from each path in the slice, so prediction of vulnerability is easy, so our target is to find
the potential problems of validation checks and sanitization operations on tainted variables using static and
dynamic analyses, and classify those operations based on these inferences. For every path in S

k
 that propagates

the values of tainted variables into k, we carry out this analysis.

Our hybrid (static and dynamic) analysis includes the techniques proposed by Balzarotti et al. [11].
Basically, for each function in a data flow graph, Balzarotti et al. first analyze the function’s static program
properties in an attempt to determine the potential sanitization effect of the function on the input. If this
static analysis is likely to be imprecise, then they simulate the effect of the sanitization functions on the
input by executing the code with different test inputs, containing various types of attack strings. The execution
results are then passed to a test oracle, which evaluates the functions’ sanitization effect by checking the
presence of those attack strings. Compulsory static analysis. We classify each path P

i
 according to our

classification scheme (Section 3) using static analysis first. Standard security functions and some of the
language built-in functions/operations can be statically and precisely classified based on their known specific
security requirements or their functional properties. We classify such functions and operations into different
types according to their security-related properties and store that classification in a database. If a node n in
P

i
 processes a tainted variable that is also used by sink k, we analyze its static properties such as the

language parameters and operators used by n, and also the functions with known, specific security purposes
that are invoked by n. Then, if there is any match to our predefined classifications, n is classified accordingly.

To illustrate, recall the code snippet in Fig. 2:

4 $name ¼ $_POST[‘name’];

8 $name ¼ ‘Welcome ‘. $name;
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In statement 4, $_POST is a language parameter which we can predefine as a type of input. In statement
8, the language operator that performs string concatenation (.) is used. As this operation only propagates
the values of tainted variables to the next operation, we could classify (.) as a taint propagation type.

Likewise, as shown in Fig. 3, standard securities functions can be identified from P
1
 of both sink 7 and

sink 10. As sink 7 has only one path, it would only require static analysis for the whole classification
process. For P

1
 of sink 7, we would identify two standard validation and sanitization functions that process

$id, which is also used in sink 7.

4.2. Building Vulnerability Prediction Model

Many machine learning techniques can be used to build vulnerability predictors. Regardless of the specific
technique used, the goal is to learn and generalize patterns in the data associated with sinks, which can then
be efficiently used for predicting vulnerability for new sinks. As more sophisticated security attacks are
being discovered, it is important for a vulnerability analysis approach to be able to adapt. With machine
learning, it is possible to adapt to new vulnerability patterns via re-training.

4.2.1. Data Representation

Our unit of measurement, an instance in machine learning terminology, is a path in the slice of a sink and
we characterize each path with IVS attributes. The attribute values may range from zero to an upper bound
that depends on the number of classified program operations or functions. Since we propose 33 IVS attributes
(Table 1), each path would be represented by a 33-dimensional attribute vector. To illustrate, Fig. 6 shows
the attributes for sink 7 and sink 10 extracted from the paths in their respective slices. The last column is
the class attribute to be predicted, that is whether a sink is vulnerable or not in a given path. In our case
studies, this comes from existing vulnerability data.

4.2.2. Data Preprocessing

Data balancing. As shown in Table 3, in most of our datasets, the proportion of vulnerable sinks to non-
vulnerable ones is small. This is an imbalanced data problem and should be expected in many such
vulnerability datasets. Prior studies have shown that imbalanced data can significantly affect the
performance of machine learning classifiers [19], [49] because some of the data might go unlearned by
the classifier due to their lack of representation, thus leading to induction rules which tend to explain the
majority class data and favoring its predictive accuracy. Since for our problem, the minority class data
capture the ‘vulnerable’ instances, we need a high predictive accuracy for this class as missing vulnerability
is far more critical than reporting a false alarm. To address this problem, we use a sampling method
called adaptive synthetic oversampling [48]. It balances the (unbalanced) data by generating synthetic,
artificial data for the minority class instances, thus reducing the bias introduced by the class imbalance
problem. It does not require modification of standard classifiers and thus, can be conveniently added as
an additional data preprocessing step [49].
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Given an imbalanced data ds with majority class data ds
maj

and minority class data ds
min

, the algorithm to
generate synthetic data, given by He et al. [48], can be summarized as follows:-

4.2.3. Supervised Learning

Classification is a type of supervised learning methods because the class label of each training instance has
to be provided. In this paper, we try to perform logistic regression procedure (LR) and RandomForest
method (RF) model from the proposed attributes. There are two reasons for choosing these two types of
classifiers: 1) These classifiers were benchmarked as among the top classifiers in the literature [14], 2) LR-
based predictor achieved the best result in our initial work [33] and yields results that are easy to interpret
in terms of the impact of attributes on vulnerability predictions.

4.2.4. Semi-Supervised Learning

As discussed above, for supervised learning, we use LR and RF, the latter being a type of ensemble learning
method that has achieved high accuracy in the literature [14]. However, as ensemble learning works by

Figure 2: Prediction model evaluation procedure.
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Dataset #Instances #Vuln. instances

(a) Datasets with SQL injection vulnerabilities

schmate-sqli 189 152

faqforge-sqli 42 17

phorum-sqli 122 5

cutesite-sqli 63 35

(b) Datasets with cross-site scripting vulnerabilities

schmate-xss 172 138

faqforge-xss 115 53

utopia-xss 86 17

phorum-xss 237 9

cutesite-xss 239 40

myadmin1-xss 305 20

myadmin2-xss 425 14

(c) Datasets with remote code execution vulnerabilities

myadmin1-rce 221 3

myadmin2-rce 297 5

(d) Datasets with file inclusion vulnerabilities

myadmin1-fi 139 5

myadmin2-fi 121 2
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combining individual classifiers, it typically requires significant amounts of labeled data for training. In
certain industrial contexts, relevant and labeled data available for learning may be limited.

Semi-supervised methods [39] use, for training, a small amount of labeled data together with a much
larger amount of unlabeled data. This method that exploits non-labeled dataset that can start logical learning
tasks with very few labeled data. As explained by Zhou [43], combining semi-supervised learning with
ensembles has many advantages. Unlabeled data is exploited to help enrich labeled training samples allowing
ensemble learning:

5. CONCLUSION WORK

In proposed model we are trying to separate different vulnerabilities and for each would be using the token
parser approach and conforming the risk and performing necessary actions to overcome and in future also
if same error will come, the system has to take its own independent decision.

6. DISCUSSIONSAND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main goal of this paper is to achieve both high accuracy and good scalability in detecting web application
vulnerabilities. In principle, our proposed approach leverages all the advantages provided by existing static
and dynamic taint analysis approaches and further enhances accuracy by using prediction models developed
with machine learning techniques and based on available vulnerability information. Static analysis is generally
sound but tends to generate many false alarms. Dynamic analysis is precise but could miss vulnerabilities
as it is difficult or impossible to exercise every test case scenario. Our strategy consisted in building predictors
using machine learners trained with the information provided by both static and dynamic analyses and
available vulnerability information, in order to achieve good accuracy while meeting scalability requirements.
To generalize our current results, our experiment can be easily replicated and extended as we made our tool
and data available online [7]. We also intend to conduct more experiments with industrial applications.
While we believe that the proposed approach can be a useful and complementary solution to existing
approaches, studies need to be carried out to determine the feasibility and usefulness of integrating multiple
approaches.
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